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The new construction site generation  
of Mercedes-Benz has arrived! The 
Arocs with its distinctive radiator 

grille in a digging teeth look is updating the 
great WIKING heritage theme – the model  
debutant is presented as an attractive  
three-way tipper. The Volvo F89 in Bölling  
colors, on the other hand, looks back to il-
luminate the everyday working world on 
construction sites in the 1970s, while the 
Mercedes-Benz Actros escorts a 30-foot 
tank container for the first time. The Mercedes-

Benz short nose truck awakens memories of 
bygone decades in its snow-clearing "Winter  
Service" version as a tipper and as a "Fire  
Department all-purpose vehicle". As a THW  
emergency vehicle, the Mercedes-Benz 
high-sided tipper modeled on the prototype  
of the 1990s is the latest arrival to move 
into the program.  In addition, there are  
two cutting-edge agricultural machines  
from the Lower Rhine-based manufactu-
rer Lemken for rounding out the farming 
rigs: the Zirkon 12 power harrow and the  

Heliodor 9 compact disc harrow. A significant  
new model enrichment in the scale of 1:160 
is what we get in the Land Rover with  
soft-top and the VW T5 GP panel truck in its 
THW version.  Thus the THW is also represen-
ted again in the small scale model range.  
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NEW ITEMS DECEMBER 2015
NEW GENERATION: MB AROCS

0678 49 Three-way tipper (MB Arocs)

0676 06 Rear-tipper semi-truck  (Volvo F89)0861 34 Fire department - flatbed truck (MB short nose truck)

0536 03 Tank container semi-truck 30' (MB Actros)

0693 26 THW – Low-loading trailer  (MB NG)

0646 07 Winter Service  – Flatbed dumper (MB LAK)0378 10 Lemken power harrow Zirkon 12 0378 20 Lemken compact disc harrow Heliodor 9

0923 02 Land Rover N-gauge 1:160 0938 03 THW - VW T5 GP panel truck N-gauge 1:160
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MODEL UPGRADES DECEMBER 2015
WITH "FLÜGELRAD" SHIPPER LOGO

F or individual retrofitting, WIKING fans 
can now resort to a truck wheel set, 
with the ever popular Trilex wheels, 

among other things. True WIKING connois-
seurs know how to appreciate the models with 
the “Flügelrad” shipper logo, because the box 
trucks already showed up five decades ago in 
this design, which has always enjoyed great 
popularity. Beautiful WIKING classics in 
contemporary colors are also the focus of the  
model upgrading for December. They include 
the iron gray  Mercedes-Benz 220 S and the 
pearl white DKW Junior de Luxe with gray roof 
as well as the NSU Ro 80, whose aerodynamic 
body line is adorned by the turquoise metallic 

paint job in vogue at the time. Integrating seam- 
lessly into this era are the Magirus Fire  
Department round-hooded truck with crew cab 
and turntable ladder. The Rolls Royce Silver 
Wraith appears especially refined, luxuriously 
radiating a regally understated British charm in 
its two-tone paint job. In addition, the VW T3  
makes its appearance as a crew cab in the design 

of the formerly state-owned Deutsche Bundes-
bahn. And to celebrate the end of the waning 
year, the WIKING limited edition of models 
from historical original molds reflects the go-
ings-on at a gas station of the 1960s in 1:87 
scale. Entitled "Nimm Dir Zeit für Gasolin!",  
authentically designed miniatures are a cheerful  
reminder of the major gasoline brand during  
the German economic miracle – even 
the gas station and garage are included.   
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0862 34 Fire Department – turntable ladder  (Magirus DL 25h)

0293 04 VW T3 Crew cabin

Parts of the "Gasolin gas station" Set

0824 08 MB 220 S

0018 15 Accessories package - truck wheels

0838 03 Rolls Royce Silver Wraith0128 49 NSU Ro 80 0121 01 DKW Junior de Luxe

0513 20 Box semi-trailer (MB Pullman)



NEW ITEMS DECEMBER 2015 - SCALE 1:32
TRACTOR-POWER

Even in 1:32 scale, the 
Valtra T174 confirms 
its reputation as an 

agile and powerful farm and 
harvest aid. Thanks to its fully  
movable front loader, the 
benefits of the Valtra idea 
of "365 days visibility" can 
be reaped. Narrow cab posts 
and the best possible all-
round visibility make trac-
tor work easy at any time of 
the day or night. Of course, 
the wheels can be changed  
in this model, too.  
 

During harvesting, the 
Kuhn big baler LSB 
1290 iD guarantees 

square bales that are up to 
25% denser that those made 
with a conventional baler. 
WIKING shows how it’s done 
– all predominant functions 
of the prototype have been 
miniaturized. All the machine  
covers can be opened. The 
flywheel is hidden behind 
the front transmission cover,  
the side covers reveal the re-
movable yarn boxes for the 
packaging strips. There is the 
cover hood on the roof, which 
also allows technically fasci-
nating insights.0778 19 Kuhn big baler LSB 1290 iD

0778 15 Valtra T174 with front loader
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NEW ITEMS DECEMBER 2015 - SCALE 1:32 
FUNCTIONALITY RICH IN DETAIL

With the off-set 
trailed Grimme 
SE 260, WIKING 

miniaturizes the bunker  
harvester in 1:32 scale for 
the first time. The WIKING 
model has a hinged drawbar 
and a suspended swing axle 
for the off-set trailed tractor 
insert.  Great model-making 
quality of detail is hiding 
under the red Grimme cover 
panel – a look into the guts of 
the machinery is fascinating.

A superlative also in the  
model size: With the   
iUX11200,Amazone  

features the dimensions of an  
impressive 12,000-liter sprayer  
with tandem axle. The Super-L 
booms allow the presentation  
of the entire performance spec- 
trum of the prototype in the  
modelmaker’s working widths.   
The wide, foldable sprayer 
arms as well as the liftable 
and lowerable sprayer support 
frame all do their part to achie-
ve this.  The pump works are 
reproduced in rich detail; the 
domed lid on the top side of 
the tank can be opened. 

0773 46 Amazone sprayer  UX 11200

0778 16 Grimme bunker harvester SE 260 
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